
 

 

Term 2 Week 3 Remote Learning 
Enrichment 

 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Reading 
(30 minutes) 

Read the following texts on the nominated days, then post the completed task as a comment to your Edmodo small group.  
NOTE: Texts are located in the Reading folder on Edmodo OR in the Historical Fiction collection in EPIC! Annotated examples and tutorials are located in 
the Reading folder on Edmodo. 

Explore the texts in the 
Historical Fiction collection 
in EPIC! Select a text to read. 
Summarise what you read in 
25 words or less. 
Post your work to your 
Edmodo small group. 

View: Annotated 01. 
Read: A Picture Book of 
Anne Frank. 
Select a page from the text 
to screenshot and annotate. 
Post your work to your 
Edmodo small group. 

Revise: Annotated 01. 
Read a text from the 
Historical Fiction collection 
in EPIC! Select a page from 
the text to screenshot and 
annotate.  
Submit this work as your 
assignment. 

Watch: Tutorial - Point of 
view. 
Read: A Waltz for Matilda - 
Chapter 07 (location 696 to 
location 743). 
Identify the point of view 
presented in the text. 
Support your answer with 
evidence from the text. 
Post your work to your 
Edmodo small group. 

Watch: Tutorial - Bias. 
Read: A Waltz for Matilda - 
Chapter 07 (location 758 to 
location 826). 
Identify the bias presented 
in the text. Support your 
answer with evidence from 
the text. 
Post your work to your 
Edmodo small group. 

D.E.A.R.  
(15 minutes) 

Read a book of your choice. (This activity is in addition to your daily Reading task.) 
In your school diary, list the title of your book and the pages you read, e.g. Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, pg 35-64. 

Writing 
(30 minutes) 

Complete each task on the nominated day.  
NOTE: Videos and tutorials are located in the Writing folder on Edmodo. 

Watch: Video - Historical 
Fiction. 
Answer the following 
questions: 
- What is historical fiction? 
- What is the purpose of 
historical fiction? 
- What are the 
characteristics of historical 
fiction? 
Post your answers as a 
comment on the main class 
Edmodo page. 

Watch: Tutorial - Historical 
Fiction 01. 
Answer the following 
questions: 
- What is a significant event 
in Australia’s history? 
- Why do you think it’s 
significant? Please provide 
supporting evidence. 
Consider events mentioned 
in historical fiction texts you 
have read or are currently 
reading. 

Watch: Tutorial - Historical 
Fiction 02. 
Select a significant event in 
Australia’s history to 
research. 
List questions that reflect 
the characteristics of 
historical fiction. (Refer to 
the tutorial to refresh your 
memory.) 
Use a two-way table to 
organise and categorise your 
information.  

Continue to research your 
significant event. 

Complete a detailed plan for 
your significant event. 
Take a photo or screenshot 
of your work. 
Submit this work as your 
assignment. 
 
 



Post your answers as a 
comment on the main class 
Edmodo page. 

Research your significant 
event. 

Writing - Reflection 
(5 minutes) 

Post a reflection to your Edmodo small group page each day - How are you feeling? What are your thoughts? What questions do you have about your 
work? Would you like some extra support with a particular task? 

Mathematics - Fluency 
(10 minutes) 

Select a problem to complete: https://bit.ly/reddragonflymath  
Record your working out on paper or in Educreations.  

Mathematics 
(30 minutes) 

Complete each task on the nominated day.  
NOTE: Tutorials, Playlists, Mini Projects and Problem Solving tasks are located in the Mathematics folder on Edmodo. 

Complete Essential 
Assessment task: Linear and 
Non-Linear Relationships. 
Please complete this task on 
your own, so I can see what 
you can do and what your 
next steps are. 

Watch: Tutorial 04. 
Complete Playlist #11. 
Post your work to your 
Edmodo small group. 

Watch: Tutorial 05. 
Complete Playlist #12. 
Post your work to your 
Edmodo small group. 

Complete Mini Project - 
Week 3.  
Record your working out on 
paper or in Educreations.  
Take a photo or screenshot 
of your work. 
Submit this work as your 
assignment. 

Complete Problem Solving - 
Week 3. 
Post your work to your 
Edmodo small group. 

Humanities 
(30 minutes) 

Consider: How do people’s 
connections to places affect 
their perception of them?  
For example, will a person’s 
perception of a place 
influence whether they will 
live in that place or not? 
Will someone live by the 
beach if they like to surf? In 
the city if they don’t like the 
hustle and bustle of city life? 
In the bush if they like 
remote living? In a rainforest 
if they don’t like spiders!?!? 
Present your point of view, 
including supporting 
evidence, in a creative way. 
Post your work to your 
Edmodo small group. 

Consider: How do people 
and environments influence 
one another? 
Explore how people 
influence and impact on the 
environment: 
- How do people’s actions, 
choices and behaviours 
impact the natural, physical 
environment? 
- How does the natural, 
physical environment 
change? 
Present your point of view 
and findings, including 
supporting evidence, in a 
creative way. 
Post your work to your 
Edmodo small group. 

Consider: How do people 
and environments influence 
one another? 
Explore how the 
environment influences and 
impacts people: 
- How does the natural, 
physical environment 
influence people’s actions, 
choices and behaviours? 
- How do people’s actions, 
choices and behaviours 
change? 
Present your point of view 
and findings, including 
supporting evidence, in a 
creative way. 
Post your work to your 
Edmodo small group. 

Consider: Can we populate 
uninhabited spaces on 
Earth, e.g. deserts, jungles, 
outback, rainforests? 
Why/why not? 
Investigate where the 
majority of people in 
Australia live. Why do they 
live there?  
Present your findings in a 
creative way. Please include 
some maps as supporting 
evidence. 
Post your work to your 
Edmodo small group. 
 

Consider: Can we populate 
uninhabited spaces on 
Earth, e.g. deserts, jungles, 
outback, rainforests? 
Why/why not? 
Investigate where people 
could live in Australia. 
Present your point of view 
and findings, including 
supporting evidence, in a 
creative way. 
Post your work to your 
Edmodo small group. 

https://bit.ly/reddragonflymath


Personal & Social 
(15 minutes) 

Make time for self-care. Do 
something kind for yourself. 

Send a letter or message to 
someone you can’t be with 
right now. 

Do something creative that 
absorbs your full attention. 
 

Connect with nature. 
Breathe and notice life 
continuing. 

Rediscover your favourite 
music that really lifts your 
spirits. 

 

SPECIALISTS 

Digital Learning Visual Arts L.O.T.E. Italian 

For this week’s task, I would like you to clean up your iPad. 
This could mean getting rid of apps that you no longer use, 
deleting photos and videos that are no longer important to 
you, and removing anything else that frees up space. You 
might also like to group your apps.  
 
If you have not completed the task from week 2, please go 
back and complete that.  

Please follow the link below to find your instructions for 
week 3. 
 
http://thebackartroom.global2.vic.edu.au/2020/04/23/enri
chment-week-3-remote-learning-famous-artwork-2020/ 

Learning Intention 
What does Italian money look like? 
 
Success Criteria 
Identify what the Italian euro looks like. 
Compare and explain the differences between the Italian 
Euro and the English dollar. 
 
Task: Do some research into prices of 10 favourite items 
you would like to purchase, be it food/drink/clothes/toys 
and convert the sale price into euro. 
 
NOTE: Further instructions are on Edmodo as Task 3. 

 

Physical Education 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Warm up: 
-running on the spot for 1 minute 
-stretching for 2 minutes (if 
unsure, Google some stretches) 
-Plank challenge: Use a timer to 
record how long you can hold a 
plank. 
 
Fitness circuit: 
-max push ups 
-max lunges 
-max squats 
-max sit ups 
-max star jumps 

Fundamental motor skill practice: 
Basketball skills (basketball 
required or use a different ball like 
a soccer ball or even a tennis ball) 
 
-practise dribbling (moving with 
the ball while bouncing it). Practise 
crossover, around the back and 
through the legs. 
 
-practise passing the basketball 
against the wall. Practise a range 
of different passes including 
bounce passes and chest passes. 

Warm up: 
-running on the spot for 1 minute 
as a warm up 
-stretching for 2 minutes (if 
unsure, Google some stretches) 
 
Gymnastic circuit: 
-hold tuck sit position for 45 
seconds 
-hold rocket ship position for 45 
seconds 
-hold arch position for 45 seconds 
-hold pike position for 45 seconds 

Go for a 30 minute ride on your 
bike/ scooter/ skateboard in your 
local area. 
 
*Please remember to stay in your 
local area, maintain social 
distancing and follow any other 
government guidelines 
*Please check with parents before 
leaving 

Yoga 
Log onto YouTube and search for 
kids yoga. 
 
*Parents please set them up and 
ensure they are on appropriate 
content 
 

http://thebackartroom.global2.vic.edu.au/2020/04/23/enrichment-week-3-remote-learning-famous-artwork-2020/
http://thebackartroom.global2.vic.edu.au/2020/04/23/enrichment-week-3-remote-learning-famous-artwork-2020/


 
*repeat circuit twice and try to 
beat your score from your try 
during the fitness circuit 
  
*If unsure how to do these 
activities, please refer to the info 
sent out via compass or simply 
Google the activity 
 

Pick a spot on the wall or stick 
something onto the wall. How 
many times can you hit it? 
 
-practise shooting at a ring or, if 
you don’t have one, stick a target 
up on the wall around 3 metres 
away, to aim for. If possible, add a 
defender. 
 

-hold L shape position for 45 
seconds 
*repeat circuit twice 
 
*If unsure how to do these 
activities, please refer to the info 
sent out via compass or simply 
Google the activity 

 


